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Abstract: Both sighted and blind individuals can readily interpret meaning behind everyday real-world
sounds. In sighted listeners, we previously reported that regions along the bilateral posterior superior
temporal sulci (pSTS) and middle temporal gyri (pMTG) are preferentially activated when presented
with recognizable action sounds. These regions have generally been hypothesized to represent primary
loci for complex motion processing, including visual biological motion processing and audio–visual integration. However, it remained unclear whether, or to what degree, life-long visual experience might
impact functions related to hearing perception or memory of sound-source actions. Using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we compared brain regions activated in congenitally blind versus
sighted listeners in response to hearing a wide range of recognizable human-produced action sounds
(excluding vocalizations) versus unrecognized, backward-played versions of those sounds. Here, we
show that recognized human action sounds commonly evoked activity in both groups along most of the
left pSTS/pMTG complex, though with relatively greater activity in the right pSTS/pMTG by the blind
group. These results indicate that portions of the postero-lateral temporal cortices contain domain-speciﬁc hubs for biological and/or complex motion processing independent of sensory-modality experience.
Contrasting the two groups, the sighted listeners preferentially activated bilateral parietal plus medial
and lateral frontal networks, whereas the blind listeners preferentially activated left anterior insula plus
bilateral anterior calcarine and medial occipital regions, including what would otherwise have been visual-related cortex. These global-level network differences suggest that blind and sighted listeners may
preferentially use different memory retrieval strategies when hearing and attempting to recognize action
sounds. Hum Brain Mapp 32:2241–2255, 2011. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Is the human cortical organization for sound recognition
inﬂuenced by life-long visual experience? In young adult
sighted participants, we previously identiﬁed left-lateralized networks of ‘‘high-level’’ cortical regions, well beyond
early and intermediate processing stages of auditory cortex
proper, which were preferentially activated when everyday, nonverbal real-world sounds were judged as accurately recognized—in contrast to hearing backward-played
versions of those same sounds that were unrecognized
[Lewis et al., 2004]. These networks appeared to include at
least two multisensory-related systems. One system
involved left inferior parietal cortex, which was later
shown to have a role in audio-motor associations that
depended on handedness [Lewis et al., 2005, 2006] and to
overlap mirror-neuron systems in both sighted [Rizzolatti
and Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti et al., 1996] and blind listeners [Ricciardi et al., 2009]. Another system involved the
left and right postero-lateral temporal regions, which
seemed consistent with functions related to audio–visual
motion integration or associations. This included the posterior superior temporal sulci (pSTS) and posterior middle
temporal gyri (pMTG), herein referred to as the pSTS/
pMTG complexes.
Visual response properties of the pSTS/pMTG complexes have been well studied. The postero-lateral temporal regions are prominently activated when viewing
videos of human (conspeciﬁc) biological motions [Johansson, 1973], such as human face or limb actions [Beauchamp et al., 2002; Calvert and Brammer, 1999; Calvert
and Campbell, 2003; Grossman and Blake, 2002; Grossman
et al., 2000; Kable et al., 2005; Puce and Perrett, 2003; Puce
et al., 1998] and point light displays of human actions [Safford et al., 2010]. In congenitally deaf individuals, cortex
overlapping or near the pSTS/pMTG regions show a
greater expanse of activation to visual motion processing
when monitoring peripheral locations of motion ﬂow
ﬁelds [Bavelier et al., 2000], attesting to a prominent role
in visual motion processing.
Hearing perception studies have also revealed a prominent role of the pSTS/pMTG complexes in response to
human action sounds (i.e., conspeciﬁc action sounds,
excluding vocalizations), which may be regarded as one distinct category of action sound. This includes, for example,
assessing footstep movements [Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005], discriminating hand-tool action sounds from animal vocalizations [Lewis et al., 2005, 2006], and hearing hand-executed
action sounds relative to environmental sounds [Gazzola
et al., 2006; Ricciardi et al., 2009]. Furthermore, the pSTS/
pMTG complexes show category-preferential activation for
human-produced action sounds when contrasted with
action sounds produced by nonhuman animals or nonliving
sound-sources such as automated machinery and the natural environment [Engel et al., 2009; Lewis et al., in press].
The pSTS/pMTG regions, anatomically situated midway
between early auditory and early visual processing corti-
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ces, are also commonly implicated in functions related to
audio–visual integration, showing enhanced activations to
audio–visual inputs derived from natural scenes, such as
talking faces, lip reading, or observing hand tools in use
[Beauchamp et al., 2004a,b; Calvert et al., 1999, 2000;
Kreifelts et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2002; Robins et al., 2009;
Stevenson and James, 2009; Taylor et al., 2006, 2009]. Such
ﬁndings have provided strong support for the proposal
that the postero-lateral temporal regions are primary loci
for complex natural motion processing [for reviews see
Lewis, 2010; Martin, 2007]. Postscanning interviews from
our earlier study [Lewis et al., 2004] revealed that some of
the sighted participants would ‘‘visualize’’ the soundsource upon hearing it (e.g., visualizing a person’s hands
typing on a keyboard). One possibility was that visual
associations or ‘‘visual imagery’’ might have been evoked
by the action sounds when attempting to recognize them,
thereby explaining the activation of the bilateral pSTS/
pMTG complexes. Thus, one hypothesis we sought to test
was that if the pSTS/pMTG regions are involved in some
form of visual imagery of sound-source actions, then there
should be no activation of these regions in listeners who
have never had visual experience (i.e., congenitally blind).
In addition to probing the functions of the pSTS/pMTG
complexes, we additionally sought to identify differences
in global network activations (including occipital cortices)
that might be differentially recruited by congenitally blind
listeners. A recent study using hand-executed action
sounds reported activation to more familiar sounds near
middle temporal regions in both sighted and blind listeners [Ricciardi et al., 2009]. However, their study focused
on fronto-parietal networks associated with mirror-neuron
systems or their analogues in blind listeners. Thus, it
remained unclear what global network differences might
exist between sighted and blind listeners for representing
acoustic knowledge and other processes that are related to
attaining a sense of recognition of real-world sounds.
Congenitally blind listeners are reported to show better
memory for environmental sounds after physical or
semantic encoding [Roder and Rosler, 2003]. Numerous
studies involving early blind individuals indicate that occipital cortices, in what would otherwise have been predominantly visual-related cortices, become recruited to
subserve a variety of other functions and possibly confer
compensatory changes in sensory and cognitive processing. For instance, occipital cortices of blind individuals are
known to adapt to facilitate linguistic functions [Burton,
2003; Burton and McLaren, 2006; Burton et al., 2002a,b;
Hamilton and Pascual-Leone, 1998; Hamilton et al., 2000;
Sadato et al., 1996, 2002], verbal working memory skills
[Amedi et al., 2003; Roder et al., 2002], tactile object recognition [Pietrini et al., 2004], object shape processing
[Amedi et al., 2007], sound localization [Gougoux et al.,
2005], and motion processing of artiﬁcial (tonal) acoustic
signals [Poirier et al., 2006]. Thus, a second hypothesis we
sought to test was that the life-long audio–visual-motor
experiences of sighted listeners, relative to the audio-motor
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experiences of blind listeners, will lead to large-scale network differences in cortical organization for representing
knowledge, or memory, of real-world human action
sounds.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Native English speakers with self reported normal hearing and who were neurologically normal (excepting visual
function) participated in the imaging study. Ten congenitally blind volunteer participants were included (average
age of 54; ranging from 38 to 64, seven female, one lefthanded), together with 14 age-matched sighted control
(SC) participants (average age 54; ranging 37 to 63, seven
female; one left-handed). We obtained a neurologic history
for each blind participant using a standard questionnaire.
The cause of blindness for nine participants was retinopathy of prematurity (formerly known as retrolental ﬁbroplasia), and one participant had an unknown cause of
blindness. All reported that they had lost sight (were told
they had lost sight) at or within a few months after birth,
and herein referred to as early blind (EB). Some participants reported that they could remember seeing shadows
at early ages (<6 years) but could never discriminate visual objects. All EB participants were proﬁcient Braille
readers. We assessed handedness with a modiﬁed Edinburgh handedness inventory [Oldﬁeld, 1971], based on 12
questions, substituting for blind individuals the question
‘‘preferred hand for writing’’ with ‘‘preferred hand for
Braille reading when required to use one hand.’’ Informed
consent was obtained for all participants following guidelines approved by the West Virginia University Institutional Review Board, and all were paid an hourly stipend.
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and MR compatible electrostatic ear buds (STAX SRS-005
Earspeaker system; Stax, Gardena, CA), worn under sound
attenuating ear muffs. Stimulus loudness was set to a comfortable level for each participant, typically 80–83 dB
C-weighted in each ear (Brüel & Kjær 2239a sound meter),
as assessed at the time of scanning.
During each fMRI scan, subjects indicated by three alternative forced choice (3AFC) right hand button press
whether they (1) could recognize or identify the sound
(i.e., verbalize, describe, imagine, or have a high degree of
certainty about what the likely sound-source was), (2)
were unsure, or (3) knew that they did not recognize the
sound. Each participant underwent a brief training session
just before scanning wherein several backward- and forward-played practice sounds were presented: If the participant could verbally identify it then they were afﬁrmed of
this and instructed to press button no. 1. If he or she had
no idea what the sound-source was or could only hazard
a guess, then they were instructed to press button no. 3.
Participant’s were instructed that they could use a second
button press (button no. 2) for instances where they were
hesitant about identifying the sound or felt that if given
more time or a second presentation that they might be
able to guess what it was. Each backward-played sound
stimulus was presented before the corresponding forwardplayed version within a scanning run to avoid potential
priming effects; participants were not informed that the
‘‘modiﬁed’’ sounds were simply played backwards. Overall, this paradigm relied on the novelty of having participants hearing each unique sound out of context for the
ﬁrst time, and their indication of whether or not the sound
evoked a sense of a recognizable action event. The sighted
individuals were asked to keep their eyes closed throughout all of the functional scans.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Data Analyses
Sound Stimuli and Delivery
Sound stimuli included 105 real-world sounds described
in our earlier study [Lewis et al., 2004], which were compiled from professional CD collections (Sound Ideas, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada) and from various web sites
(44.1 kHz, 16-bit, monophonic). The sounds were trimmed
to 2 s duration (1.1–2.5 s range) and were temporally
reversed to create ‘‘backward’’ renditions of those sounds
(Cool Edit Pro, Syntrillium Software, now owned by
Adobe). The backward-played sounds were chosen as a
control condition because they were typically judged to be
unrecognizable, yet were precisely matched for many lowlevel acoustic signal features, including overall intensity,
duration, spectral content, spectral variation, and acoustic
complexity. However, the backward sounds did necessarily differ in their temporal envelopes, having different
attacks and offsets. Sound stimuli were delivered using a
Windows PC computer, using Presentation software (version 11.1, Neurobehavioral Systems) via a sound mixer
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Scanning was conducted on a 3 Tesla General Electric
Horizon HD MRI scanner using a quadrature bird-cage
head coil. For the main paradigm, we acquired wholehead, spiral in and out imaging of blood-oxygenated level
dependent (BOLD) signals [Glover and Law, 2001], using
a clustered-acquisition fMRI design which allowed sound
stimuli to be presented during scanner silence [Edmister
et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999]. A sound or a silent event
was presented every 9.3 s, with each event being triggered
by the MRI scanner. Button responses and reaction times
relative to sound onset were collected during scanning.
BOLD signals were collected 6.5 s after sound or silent
event onset (28 axial brain slices, 1.875  1.875  4.00
mm3 spatial resolution, TE ¼ 36 ms, OPTR ¼ 2.3 s volume
acquisition, FOV ¼ 24 mm). This volume covered the
entire brain for all subjects. Whole brain T1-weighted anatomical MR images were collected using a spoiled GRASS
pulse sequence (SPGR, 1.2 mm slices with 0.9375  0.9375
mm2 in plane resolution).
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Data were viewed and analyzed using AFNI and related
plug-in software-http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/ [Cox, 1996].
Brain volumes were motion corrected for global head
translations and rotations by registering them to the 20th
brain volume of the functional scan closest to the anatomical scan. BOLD signals were converted to percent signal
changes on a voxel-by-voxel basis relative to responses to
the silent events within each scan. For each participant,
the functional scans (seven separate runs) were concatenated into a single time series. We then performed multiple
linear regression analyses based on the button responses
modeling whole-brain BOLD signal responses to the sound
stimuli relative to the baseline silent events. With the clustered acquisition design, the BOLD response to each sound
stimulus could be treated as an independent event. In particular, brain responses to stimulus events could be censored from the model in accordance with each
participant’s button responses. Because participants were
instructed to listen to the entire sound sample and
respond as accurately as possible (3AFC) as to their sense
of recognition, rather than as fast as possible, an analysis
of reaction times was not reliable. For the main analysis of
each individual dataset, we included only those sound
pairs where the forward-played version was judged to be
recognizable (RF, Recognized Forward; button no. 1) and
the corresponding backward-played version was judged as
not being recognizable (NB, Not recognized Backward;
button no. 3).
For this study, several sound stimulus events were additionally censored post hoc from all analyses for all individuals. This included censoring nine of the sound stimuli
that contained vocalization content, which were excluded
to avoid confounding network activation associated with
pathways that may be specialized for processing vocalizations [Belin et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2009]. Additionally,
we subsequently excluded sounds that were not directly
associated with a human agent instigating the action. To
assess human agency, ﬁve age-matched sighted participants not included in the fMRI scanning rated all sounds
on a Likert scale (1–5) indicating whether the heard sound
(without reference to any verbal or written descriptions)
evoked the sense that a human was directly involved in
the sound production (1 ¼ human, 3 ¼ not sure, 5 ¼ not
associated with human action). Sounds with an average
rating between 1 and 2.5 were analyzed separately as
human-produced action sounds, resulting in retaining 61
of the 108 sound stimuli (Appendix).
Using AFNI, individual anatomical and functional brain
maps were transformed into the standardized Talairach
coordinate space [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988]. Functional data (multiple regression coefﬁcients) were spatially
low-pass ﬁltered (6-mm box ﬁlter), then merged by combining coefﬁcient values for each interpolated voxel across
all subjects. A voxel-wise two sample t-test was performed
using the RF versus NB regression coefﬁcients to identify
regions showing signiﬁcant differences between the EB
and SC groups. The results from this comparison were re-
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stricted to reveal only those regions showing positive differences in RF versus NB comparisons (i.e., where RF
sounds led to greater positive BOLD signal changes in at
least one of the two groups of listeners). This approach
excluded regions differentially activated solely due to differential negative BOLD signals, wherein the unrecognized
backward-played sounds evoked greater magnitude of
activation relative to recognized sounds for both groups.
Corrections for multiple comparisons were based on a
Monte Carlo simulation approach implemented by AFNIrelated programs AlphaSim and 3dFWHM. A combination
of individual voxel probability threshold (t-test, P < 0.02
or P < 0.05; see Results) and the cluster size threshold (12
or 20 voxel minimum, respectively), based on an estimated
2.8 mm3 full-width half-max spatial blurring (before lowpass spatial ﬁltering) present within individual datasets,
yielded the equivalent of a whole-brain corrected signiﬁcance level of a < 0.05.
Data were then projected onto the PALS atlas brain
database using Caret software-http://brainmap.wustl.edu
[Van Essen, 2005; Van Essen et al., 2001]. Surface-registered visual area boundaries—e.g., V1 and V2 [Hadjikhani
et al., 1998]—from the PALS database were superimposed
onto the cortical surface models, as were the reported
coordinate and approximated volumetric locations of the
left and right parahippocampal place area (PPA) [Epstein
and Kanwisher, 1998; Gron et al., 2000]. Portions of these
data can be viewed at http://sumsdb.wustl.edu/sums/
directory.do?id ¼ 6694031&dir_name ¼ LEWIS_HBM10,
which is part of a database of surface-related data from
other brain mapping studies.

RESULTS
To reveal brain regions preferentially involved in the process of recognizing the human-produced action sounds, for
each individual, we effectively subtracted the activation
response to the unrecognized, backward-played sounds
from that for the corresponding recognized, forward-played
human action sounds (refer to Methods). There was no statistical difference in the distribution of numbers of retained
sound pairs between the two groups (see Appendix inset;
30.6% for EB, 35.9% for SC; two sample, two-tailed t-test,
T(22) ¼ 1.48; P > 0.15), indicating that the EB and SC groups
were comparable overall in their ability to recognize the
particular everyday sound stimuli retained for analyses.
The resulting group-averaged patterns of cortical activation
to recognized forward-played sounds relative to unrecognized backward-played sounds are illustrated on the PALS
cortical surface model for the SC group (Fig. 1A, yellow vs.
dark green, t-test; T(14) ¼ 2.65, P < 0.02, 12 voxel minimum
cluster size correcting to a < 0.05) and the EB group (Fig.
1B, red vs. blue; T(10) ¼ 2.82, P < 0.02, a < 0.05). Although
both the forward- and backward-played sounds strongly
activated cortex throughout most of auditory cortex
proper—including primary auditory cortices residing along
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Figure 1.
Comparison of cortical networks for sighted versus early blind histograms illustrate responses to recognized forward-played
listeners associated with recognition of human action sounds. (RF) sounds and the corresponding backward-played sounds not
All results are illustrated on 3D renderings of the PALS cortical recognized (NB) relative to silent events for both groups. Outsurface model, and all colored foci are statistically signiﬁcant at lines of visual areas (V1, V2, V3, hMT, etc., white outlines) are
a < 0.05, whole brain corrected. A: Group-averaged activation from the PALS atlas database. CaS, calcarine sulcus; CeS, central
results from age-matched sighted participants (n ¼ 14) when sulcus; CoS, collateral sulcus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IPS,
hearing and recognizing forward-played human action sounds intraparietal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus. The IFG
(RF, yellow) in contrast to not recognized backward-played ver- focus did not directly intersect the cortical surface model, and
sions of those sounds (NB, green). B: Group-averaged activation thus an approximate location is indicated by dotted outline.
in the early blind (n ¼ 10) for recognized, forward-played (RF, Refer to color inset for color codes, and the text for other
red) versus unrecognized backward-played (RB, blue) sound details. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
stimuli. C: Regions showing direct overlap with the same available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
(orange) or opposite (green) differential activation pattern. All
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Figure 2.
Signiﬁcant differences between the sighted control group (yellow ROIs showing a signiﬁcant double dissociation of response proon surface models) and early blind (red) group (a < 0.05, cor- ﬁles between groups. Refer to Figure 1 and text for other
rected). Foci emerging solely due to differences of negative details. EB ¼ early blind group; SC ¼ sighted control group.
BOLD signals were excluded. Asterisks denote signiﬁcant two- [Color ﬁgure can be viewed in the online issue, which is availtailed t-test differences at P < 0.05. The DD icons designate able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Heschl’s gyrus and the superior temporal plane [Formisano
et al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2009; Rademacher et al., 2001;
Talavage et al., 2004]—no signiﬁcant differential activation
was observed in these regions. Consistent with our earlier
report using this basic paradigm [Lewis et al., 2004], this
was most likely due to the close match in physical attributes
between the forward- versus backward-played sounds
(refer to Methods). Rather, the main difference between the
two sets of sound stimulus pairs was that only the forwardplayed sounds were judged as being recognizable. Thus,
the cortical activations revealed after the different sets of
subtractions (Figs. 1 and 2, colored brain regions; also see
Tables I and II) should largely reﬂect high-level perceptual
or conceptual processing associated with the participants’
judgments of having recognized the acoustic events. Note
that neither the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) nor
medial frontal gyrus (MFG) regions (Fig. 1A, yellow) were
differentially activated in our earlier study (ibid). It remains
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unclear whether this was due to use of a lower ﬁeld
strength MRI scanner (1.5T vs. 3T), lower spatial resolution,
the particular sounds retained for analysis, a younger group
of sighted listeners (mostly 20–30 years of age), or some
combination therein. Nonetheless, in this study, a similar
distribution of sounds were retained for both the sighted
and blind group, and the two groups were carefully
matched in ages to minimize that as a source of variability,
which is known to impact fMRI activation patterns in both
SC and EB listeners [Roder and Rosler, 2003].
Regions showing direct overlap between the SC and EB
groups that were preferentially activated by the forwardplayed sounds judged to have been recognized (Fig. 1C;
intermediate color orange) included the anterior and posterior portions of the left pSTS/pMTG complex, left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, dotted outline), and left
retrosplenial cortex. Both groups also revealed regions that
showed greater responses to the unrecognized backward-
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TABLE I. Talairach coordinates of several sound recoginition foci, corresponding to Figure 1
Talairach coordinates
y

z

Volume (mm3)

14
44
61

76
65
56

15
17
5

2916
4937
4438

13
36
11
53
42
54
36
7
47
45
49

69
78
53
53
67
35
75
50
23
11
55

3
23
4
11
20
7
26
14
11
31
20

4495
3331
3261
1027
2815
63
1777
464
897
1530
26885

x

Anatomical location
Right hemisphere
Early Blind
Sighted Controls
left hemisphere
Early Blind

Both SC and EB

Sighted Controls

Medial occipital
pMTG/dorso-lateral occipital
pMTG, dorsal occipital
Ventral-Medial Occ
Dorsal Occipital foci
Anterior Calcarine
pMTG/pSTS
pMTG, dorsal occipital
IFG (overlap)
IPL
Restrosplenial
IFG
DLPFC
pSTS/pMTG

Refer to text acronyms.

played sounds relative to the recognized forward-played
sounds, each relative to silent events. For the EB group
(Fig. 1B, blue), this included activation along the bilateral
inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and left superior parietal
lobule (SPL) regions. In these parietal regions, the response
proﬁles of the SC group were opposite to those of the EB
group (e.g., Fig. 1C, light green ROIs and histogram). In
particular, the SC group revealed signiﬁcant positive, differential activation to recognized human action sounds
and little or no response to the corresponding unrecognized backward-played sounds (yellow and dark green in

histogram), whereas the EB group (red and blue) showed
signiﬁcant positive differential activation to backwardplayed sounds deemed as being unrecognizable, yet little
or no activation to the forward-played sounds judged as
having been recognized.
Signiﬁcant differences in the global activation patterns
between the EB and SC groups were directly assessed in a
second analysis using a voxel-wise two sample t-test
between groups (Fig. 2, yellow vs. red, T(10,14) ¼ 2.82, P <
0.05 with 20 voxel cluster minimum corrected to a < 0.05).
At a gross level, the SC group preferentially activated

TABLE II. Talairach coordinates of activation foci signiﬁcantly different between the sighted and blind groups,
corresponding to Figure 2
Talairach coordinates
y

z

Volume (mm3)

37
6
21
9

72
22
72
63

19
42
53
2

4,050
2,645
2,037
342

34
38
13
8
21
34
43
48
52
4

81
5
57
75
66
62
56
22
12
27

13
3
8
4
3
58
43
29
4
41

1,438
979
1,693
287
4,233
12,794
4,345
1,229
1,166
2,450

x

Anatomical location
Right hemisphere
Early Blind
Sighted Controls

left hemisphere
Early Blind

Sighted Controls

pMTG, dorso-lateral occipital
Medial frontal gyrus
SPL
Medial PFC
Dorso-lateral occipital
Anterior Insula
Anterior calcarine
Dorso-medial occipital
Ventro-medial occipital
SPL
IPL
DLPFC
Posterior IFG
Medial frontal gyrus
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dorsal cortical regions, including several lateral and
medial portions of parietal and frontal cortex. In contrast,
the EB group preferentially activated dorso-lateral occipital
regions located immediately posterior to the bilateral
pSTS/pMTG complexes, the left anterior insula and portions of the nearby left basal ganglia (not shown) together
with bilateral medial occipital and anterior calcarine cortices (Fig. 2, red). Thus, for the EB group, there was an
overall greater expanse of activation in and around the
pMTG regions, especially in the right hemisphere, in
response to the judgment of recognition of the human
action sounds.
In medial occipital regions, the preferential activation by
the EB group included cortices that would otherwise have
developed to become retinotopically organized visual
areas, including estimated locations (white outlines) of V1,
V2d, V2v, VP, and V4v, plus the dorso-lateral visual area
V7 [Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Hadjikhani et al., 1998; Shipp
et al., 1995]. The activated medial occipital regions were
largely restricted to cortex that would typically represent
peripheral visual ﬁeld locations [Brefczynski and DeYoe,
1999; Engel et al., 1994; Sereno et al., 1995]. For the EB
group, the left hemisphere anterior calcarine and ventromedial occipital foci were largely contiguous (in volumetric
space) with the retrosplenial focus, though there were some
subtle differences in their respective response proﬁles (Fig.
2, histograms). For instance, all occipital ROIs preferentially
activated by the EB group showed signiﬁcant responses to
both forward- and backward-played sounds relative to
silent events. However, for the SC group, none of the occipital ROIs showed signiﬁcant activation to recognizable forward-played sounds.
Interestingly, when the SC group could not readily recognize the action sounds, there was relatively greater activation along some of the midline cortical regions
preferentially activated during successful sound recognition by the EB group (Fig. 2, green vs. yellow histograms
for network of red cortical regions). This was statistically
signiﬁcant for the right dorso-medial occipital cortex (t(26)
¼ 1.74, P < 0.05) and right medial prefrontal cortex (t(26) ¼
3.2, P < 0.004) and showed at least a trend in left ventromedial occipital and anterior calcarine cortex. Thus, in
comparison with histograms in fronto-parietal regions (i.e.,
IPL, SPL, and IFG), there was evidence of a double dissociation (DD labels over histograms) of response proﬁles
between these two groups of listeners.

DISCUSSION
There were two major ﬁndings from this study. First,
answering our original question regarding audio–visual
functions of the bilateral pSTS/pMTG complexes, both the
sighted control (SC) and early blind (EB) groups did signiﬁcantly activate substantial portions of these regions in
response to hearing and recognizing human action sounds
in contrast to unrecognized, acoustically well-matched back-
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ward-played sounds as the control condition. This demonstrated that even in the complete absence of visual
experience, the left and right postero-lateral temporal
regions can develop to subserve functions related to biological and/or complex motion processing that are conveyed
through the auditory system. Second, the SC and EB groups
additionally revealed distinct differences in global network
activation in response to the judgment of recognition of
human action sounds: the SC group preferentially activated
left-lateralized IPL and frontal regions, whereas the EB preferentially or uniquely activated lateral and medial occipital
regions and left anterior insular cortex. These results were
suggestive of different strategies for recognition or memory
recall of human action sounds. Below, we address possible
functional roles of cortical systems commonly activated by
both groups (i.e., Fig. 1C, orange regions), followed by discussion of two potentially distinct cortical mechanisms for
representing acoustic knowledge of human action sounds
(i.e., Fig. 2, yellow vs. red networks).

The pSTS/pMTG Complexes and Action
Knowledge Representations
The original rationale for this study was to characterize
the functional roles of the pSTS/pMTG regions. From our
earlier study, these lateral temporal complexes appeared
consistent with having functions related to visual imagery
that may have been directly or indirectly evoked by the
real-world acoustic events [Lewis et al., 2004]. As the EB
participants in this study have never had signiﬁcant visual
object or visual motion experiences, the activation of the
left pSTS/pMTG regions by both sighted and blind participants indicated that the human action sounds were not
simply evoking or representing correlates of ‘‘visual’’ imagery per se. Thus, if the pSTS/pMTG complexes are
involved in some aspect of mental imagery conjured up
by the sounds, then this would not be consistent with
solely vision-based Depictive View theories, which entail
picture or picture-like representations in cortex [Slotnick
et al., 2005]. Rather, the present ﬁndings would be compatible with either more abstract representations of action
dynamics, such as with Symbol-Structure theories of
reasoning and thought [Pylyshyn, 2002], or possibly
a modiﬁed Depictive View theory that is more multisensory-inclusive. Mental imagery notwithstanding, we regard
the functions of the pSTS/pMTG complexes to have prominent perceptual roles in transforming spatially and temporally dynamic features of familiar, human-produced
auditory or visual action information together into a
common neural code [for review see Lewis, 2010].
Two extremes in theories for the general organization of
knowledge representations in human cortex include domain-speciﬁc and sensory-motor property-based models
[Martin, 2007]. In general, domain-speciﬁcity theories posit
that some cortical regions are genetically predisposed
(or ‘‘hard-wired’’) to perform certain types of processing
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operations independent of an individual’s sensory experience or capabilities [Caramazza and Shelton, 1998; Mahon
and Caramazza, 2005]. The similar response proﬁles along
the left pSTS/pMTG complexes by both the SC and EB
groups were consistent with these regions performing
‘‘metamodal’’ operations [Pascual-Leone and Hamilton,
2001] that may reﬂect domain-speciﬁc hubs. Thus, biological motion processing may be added to a growing list of
cortical operations common to sighted and blind listeners,
including object shape processing [Amedi et al., 2007],
conceptual level and linguistic functions [Burton and
McLaren, 2006; Burton et al., 2002a,b; Roder et al., 2002],
and processing of category-speciﬁc object knowledge
[Mahon et al., 2009]. Thus, large expanses of cortical
regions or networks may be operating intrinsically, such
that visual or acoustic information, if present, modulates
rather than determines the functional operations [Burton
et al., 2004].
Alternatively, or additionally, the functions of the pSTS/
pMTG complexes may develop in part due to the greater
familiarity we have with human action sounds [Lewis
et al., in press] and thus be driven by sensory-motor property-based mechanisms [Kiefer et al., 2007; Lissauer, 1890/
1988; Martin, 2007; Warrington and Shallice, 1984]. In particular, there is considerable survival value in learning to
associate characteristic sounds with the behaviorally relevant motor actions that produce them (and the associated
visual motion characteristics), notably including the
actions of one’s caretakers and one’s self experienced
throughout early stages of development. Regardless of
which model predominates, the bilateral pSTS/pMTG
regions appear to develop as hubs for human biological
motion processing independent of sensory input, thus
serving to shape the cortical organization of representations related to action knowledge, and perhaps even more
abstract-level processing such as linguistic representations.
Cortex overlapping and located immediately posterior
to the bilateral pSTS/pMTG complexes have been reported
to be activated during spoken language processing in
blind individuals, especially with more difﬁcult syntax
and semantic content [Roder et al., 2002]. Additionally, in
sighted participants, the left pSTS/pMTG regions are activated by words and sentences depicting actions, notably
including human conspeciﬁc actions [Aziz-Zadeh et al.,
2006; Kellenbach et al., 2003; Kiefer et al., 2008; Tettamanti
et al., 2005]. Consistent with a grounded cognition framework, linguistic and/or conceptual-level representations of
action events may largely be housed in the same networks
involved in processing the associated auditory, visual, or
sensory-motor events [Barsalou, 2008; Barsalou et al., 2003;
Kiefer et al., 2008]. As such, action events, whether
viewed, heard, audio–visual associated, or reactivated in
response to imagery or verbal depictions of those action
events, may be probabilistically encoded or ‘‘grounded’’ in
regions such as the pSTS/pMTG complexes. This may ultimately serve to mediate both perceptual and conceptual
action knowledge representations.
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Different Networks for Human Action Sound
Recognition in Sighted Versus Blind Listeners
Although the sighted and early blind individuals did
not report any obvious differences in ‘‘how’’ they were
able to recognize the action sounds we presented, the distinct differences in their respective network activations
(Fig. 2, yellow vs. red) are suggestive of different retrieval
or sound recognition strategies. We propose that the two
networks revealed by the SC group (yellow) and the EB
group (red) reveal two distinct cortical network systems
that can be utilized to subserve memory retrieval related
to recognition of acoustic events. Four cortical subnetworks that appear to encompass these global recognition
networks include left-lateralized fronto-parietal cortices,
bilateral SPL regions, the left anterior insula, and posterior
midline structures, which are addressed in turn below.

Left IPL and IFG
The left-lateralized IPL and IFG cortices preferentially
activated by the SC group appeared to overlap with
reported mirror-neuron systems [Gallese and Goldman,
1998; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti et al., 1996].
These systems are involved in both observation and execution of meaningful motor actions and represent a potential
mechanism for how an observer may attain a sense of
meaning behind viewed and/or heard actions. A recent
neuroimaging study also comparing sighted with early
blind listeners indicated that auditory mirror systems (left
IPL and IFG) develop in the absence of visual experience,
such that familiar hand-executed action sounds can evoke
motor action schemas not learned or experienced through
the visual modality [Ricciardi et al., 2009]. Consistent with
their study, the judgment of recognition of human action
sounds by sighted listeners in this study seemed likely to
be associated with reasoning about how the sound was
produced in terms of one’s own motor repertoires and
audio-motor (and perhaps audio–visual-motor) associations. Surprisingly, however, the EB group in this study
showed the opposite response proﬁle results in left IPL
and IFG regions (and bilateral SPL), revealing activation
that was signiﬁcantly preferential for the unrecognized
backward-played sounds, and a trend toward this
response proﬁle in the left DLPFC and bilateral MFG
regions (Fig. 2, histograms).
Although the results of this study do not refute the
seemingly contradictory results by Ricciardi et al., [2009],
they do indicate that fronto-parietal networks (presumed
mirror-neuron systems) may be evoked only under particular task conditions to help provide a sense of meaning
for certain action sounds. There were several differences
between the two studies that could account for these discrepant results. First, this study incorporated a wider
range of human action sounds, including lower body,
whole body, and mouth, in addition to hand-executed
action sounds. Second, none of our sounds were repeated
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during the scanning session, thereby reducing possible
repetition suppression or enhancement effects due to
learning through familiarization [Grill-Spector et al., 2006].
Third, we used unrecognized backward-played sound
stimuli as a control condition to maximize the effects associated with perceived recognition, as opposed to using
motor familiarity ratings. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, was that our paradigm did not include pantomiming or any motor-related tasks. We suspect that the
inclusion of motor-related tasks during or close in time to
a listening task may prime one’s motor system, thereby
driving increased recruitment and activation of left-lateralized fronto-parietal networks. Thus, the recognition
requirements of the present paradigm may have permitted
blind listeners to use alternative or ‘‘preferred’’ recall strategies not related to motor inferencing.

Bilateral SPL
The left and right SPL regions represent another differentially activated system between the sighted and blind
groups (Fig. 2, yellow). In the left hemisphere, the SPL
and IPL activation foci were contiguous, but were separated (dashed line, based on the right SPL location) for
purposes of generating distinct ROI histograms. Not only
were the bilateral SPL regions preferentially activated by
recognized human action sounds in the SC group (yellow
vs. green), but more strikingly the EB group showed the
most robust activation in response to the backward-played
unrecognized sounds (blue vs. red histograms). These SPL
regions may have had a role in memory retrieval. For
instance, parietal cortex is reported to contribute to episodic memory functions [Wagner et al., 2005], including
attention directed at internal mnemonic representations, to
the eventual decision of recognition success [Yonelinas
et al., 2005], and/or to working memory buffers for storing
information involved in the recollection process [Baddeley,
1998]. A more recent account of parietal function includes
an attention to memory (AtoM) theory, suggesting that
these regions may be evoked when pre- and postretrieval
processing is needed to produce a memory decision for
the task at hand [Ciaramelli et al., 2008, 2010]. In particular, they hypothesized that SPL regions allocate top–down
attentional resources for memory retrieval. This is further
supported by a study of patients with bilateral parietal
lobe lesions, who in general experienced reduced conﬁdence in episodic recollection abilities [Simons et al., 2010].
Why the bilateral SPL system may have been evoked more
by the EB group during failed recognition is considered after ﬁrst addressing the left anterior insula and medial occipital networks, which were preferentially activated during
perceived recognition success.

Left anterior insula
In contrast to the SC group, perceived sound recognition
by the EB group preferentially evoked activity in the left
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anterior insula, which is reported to be associated with the
‘‘feeling of knowing’’ before recall in the context of metamemory monitoring [Kikyo et al., 2002]. More generally,
this region is proposed to play a crucial role in interoception, and the housing of internal models or meta-representations of one’s own behaviors as well as modeling the
behaviors of others [Augustine, 1996; Craig, 2009; Mutschler et al., 2007]. Thus, differential activation of the left anterior insula may have been associated with episodic
memory for situational contexts, including representations
of ‘‘self’’ and processing related to social cognition.

Medial occipital cortices
In response to recognized sounds, the EB group
uniquely revealed a nearly contiguous swath of activity
that extended from the commonly activated left retrosplenial cortex to the bilateral anterior calcarine and medial
occipital regions. One intriguing possibility is that this
apparent ‘‘expansion’’ of retrosplenial activation (cf. Fig.
1C orange and red) may reﬂect the same basic type of
high-level processing. The retrosplenial cortex together
with surrounding posterior cingulate and anterior calcarine regions have been implicated in a variety of critical
functions related to episodic memory [Binder et al., 1999;
Kim et al., 2007; Maddock, 1999; Valenstein et al., 1987].
This includes parametric sensitivity to the sense of memory conﬁdence and retrieval success [Heun et al., 2006;
Kim and Cabeza, 2009; Mendelsohn et al., 2010; Moritz
et al., 2006], the sense of perceptual familiarity with complex visual scenes [Epstein et al., 2007; Montaldi et al.,
2006; Walther et al., 2009], and with aspects of self appraisal and autobiographical knowledge [Burianova et al.,
2010; Johnson et al., 2002; Ries et al., 2006, 2007; Schmitz
et al., 2006]. Together with the medial PFC (e.g., Fig. 2,
red) and other frontal regions, retrosplenial activation is
frequently implicated in social cognitive functions, theory
of mind, knowledge of people, and situational contexts
involving people [Bedny et al., 2009; Maddock et al., 2001;
Simmons et al., 2009; Walter et al., 2004; Wakusawa et al.,
2007, 2009]. While the functions of retrosplenial and surrounding cortex remain to be more precisely understood,
the present results suggest that blind listeners are more
apt to encode representations of human action sounds
using this sub-network, which relate less to motor intention inferencing and more to situational contexts.
Regarding the reorganization of ‘‘visual cortex’’ in the
blind, the EB group uniquely activated several midline
occipital regions that overlapped with what would otherwise have developed to become retinotopically organized
visual areas [Kay et al., 2008; Tootell et al., 1998]. One proposed mechanism for such plasticity is that in the absence
of visual input during development, fronto-parietal networks that feed into occipital cortex modulate neural
responses as a function of attention in a general manner,
allowing for more interactions between salient acoustic
and/or tactile-motor events [Stevens et al., 2007; Weaver
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and Stevens, 2007]. Another mechanism that may be germane to cortical reorganization of medial occipital cortices
entails a ‘‘Reverse Hierarchy’’ model. In the context of the
visual system, this model stipulates that the development
of a neural system for object recognition and visual perception learning is a top-down guided process [Ahissar et al.,
2009; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002]. The retrosplenial and
anterior calcarine regions may serve as such high-level
supramodal or amodal processing regions. In particular,
the anterior calcarine sulci were shown to have marked
functional connectivity with primary auditory cortices in
humans, and was hypothesized to mediate cross-modal
linkages between representations of peripheral ﬁeld locations in primary visual areas and auditory cortex [Eckert
et al., 2008]. Similarly, in the macaque monkey, the anterior
calcarine region is reported to represent a multisensory convergence site [Rockland and Ojima, 2003]. Thus, the anterior calcarine may generally function to represent aspects of
high-level scene interpretation, independent of sensory modality. In sighted individuals, linkages to both early visual
and early auditory cortices may permit the encoding of
lower-level units of detailed information for the respective
sensory modality input. However, in the absence of visual
experience, the anterior calcarine may in part be driving the
apparent cortical reorganization of occipital regions to subserve functions related to acoustic scene action knowledge,
which would thus include high-level representations of episodic memories and/or situational relationships learned
through auditory and audio-tactile-motor experience.

Network models of sound recognition
Regardless of whether domain-speciﬁc or sensory-motor
property-based encoding mechanisms prevail, the formation of global cortical network differences between the SC
and EB groups for human action sound recognition
described above may be regarded in the broader context
of pattern recognition models (e.g., Hopﬁeld networks). In
particular, such neural networks may activate or settle in
one of potentially many different states that would provide the listener with different forms (or degrees) of perceived recognition success [Hopﬁeld and Brody, 2000;
Hopﬁeld and Tank, 1985]. Thus, acoustic knowledge representations could manifest as local minima or basins within
large-scale cortical networks that may develop to be differently weighted depending on whether or not the individual has had visual experiences to associate with acoustic
events. Sighted listeners will have had life-long visual exposure to sound-producing actions of other humans (conspeciﬁcs), thereby strengthening audio–visual-motor
associations (via Hebbian-like mechanisms). Consequently,
sighted individuals may rely more heavily on motor-inferencing strategies to efﬁciently query probabilistic matches
between the heard action sounds and their own repertoires
of motor actions or schemas (and visual motion dynamics)
that produce characteristic sounds. This would be consistent with the activation of left-lateralized fronto-parietal
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mirror-neuron systems. In contrast, the early blind participants may have relied less on motor inferencing and more
on probabilistic matches to other situational context memories to provide a sense of recognition of the action eventsinvolving representations housed in left anterior insular cortex and bilateral medial occipital regions. However, when the
blind listeners were presented with backward-played sounds
that they did not readily recognize or match to previously
learned situational contexts, they may have then resorted to
utilizing bilateral SPL attentional systems either to help query
fronto-parietal mirror-neuron systems (attempting a motor
inferencing strategy) or to search and monitor for other operations needed to inform recollective decisions. While a double-dissociation in activation proﬁles existed for these two
apparently distinct recognition or memory retrieval systems
(between the sighted and blind listeners), further study examining the temporal dynamics of these processing pathways
will be needed to validate this interpretation.
In sum, the present results demonstrated that humanproduced biological action sounds commonly activate
large portions of the bilateral pSTS/pMTG complexes and
left retrosplenial cortex in both sighted and blind listeners,
the latter of whom have never had visual experiences to
associate with those sound-source actions. Thus, the
pSTS/pMTG regions appear to represent domain-speciﬁc
hubs for processing biological or complex dynamic motion
attributes that can develop independent of visual experience. In comparing sighted versus blind listeners, striking
differences in global network activation patterns to recognized versus unrecognized human action sounds were
also observed. Sighted listeners relied more heavily on
left-lateralized fronto-parietal networks associated with
mirror-neuron systems, consistent with a motor inferencing strategy for attaining a sense of recognition of human
action sounds. In contrast, blind listeners more heavily utilized the left anterior insula and medial occipital regions,
consistent with memory retrieval related to scene representations and situational relationships. In the blind group,
the unique recruitment of lateral occipital regions that
were juxtaposed to the pMTG, and medial occipital
regions that were contiguous with retrosplenial cortex,
was suggestive of expansions of cortical function related
to action processing and other knowledge representations
of human-produced action sounds. Thus, the absence of
visual input appears to not only reweight which global
cortical network mechanisms are preferentially used for
acoustic knowledge encoding but also permits or guides
the corresponding functional expansions and reorganization (cortical plasticity) of occipital cortices.
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APPENDIX
List of the sound stimuli judged to be directly produced
by human actions (61 of 105 stimulus pairs presented).
Numbers in parentheses indicate percentage of EB and SC
individuals that both recognized the forward-played
sounds (RF) and did not recognized backward-played
sounds (NB), and thus retained for the main analysis. The
inset charts the number of forward- plus backward-played
sound pairs retained for analysis for the EB group (black
circles) and the SC group (gray squares). Refer to text for
other details.
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